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are strong’, durable, sensitive to one centigram, and equal in
utility to the factory-made balances listed at much higher prices.
By actual test they compare without discredit, at least while new,
with certain balances which were listed at $7, $8 and $16 each.

The same workman could, if desired, make compasses, divid-
ers, simple calipers, pendulums, models of pulleys, ring and ball
apparatus, siren disc, and many other similar instruments, even
a whirling table, screw press, hydraulic press, and model of steam-
engine�all at reasonable prices. Of course, this policy may be
carried too far; most electrical apparatus, sets of metric weights,
etc., are best purchased from a dealer.

Several arguments may be urged in favor of this policy.
Strange as it may seem, quality of apparatus is an object but in
few cases; economy of expenditure is the main thing to be
gained. Then, too, an order of this kind is always a patronage
of home industry, a reminder that the high school is not a dead
weight on the community, and it always tends to attract the more
cordial support of public-spirited citizens, as well as of the busi-
ness men, workmen and school officers.

In a series of articles to follow, the writer will give working
drawings and specifications for the construction of a number of
pieces of apparatus that his experience has shown can be made
satisfactorily by any skilled mechanic.

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH A SUNBEAM.

BY A. E. DOLBEAR.
Professor of Physics, Tufts College.

Everybody knows of the magic lantern and its possibilities in a
school-room, but many do’ not know what can be done with a sun-
beam and a few dollars’ worth of proper fixtures in the same
place. Let me indicate briefly how little is really needed in order
to obtain pictures which rival those from a costly lantern and an
electric arc light.

I will assume a school-room into which the sun will shine
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directly and having the windows provided with dark colored cur-
tains. A small portable mirror, six or eight inches square, placed
on the window sill will permit one to direct its reflected beam to
any part of the room all the time the sun shines in that window.
Direct the beam across the room so as to’ fall as a bright spot
about midway between floor and ceiling. Next take a double con-
vex lens, about four inches in diameter and one foot focus, and
hold it two or three feet from the. mirror in the path of the beam.
A great disc of light will now appear on the other side of the
room. A wooden retort holder will serve toi hold the lens in this
position, and now if a key or pencil or finger be placed between
the lens and the mirror an enlarged and inverted image of the
object will appear on the wall opposite, and the outlines may be
well defined by moving the object in the beam toward or away
from the lens. If the opposite wall be a white plastered wall it
will serve well for a screen’. If not, a square of white sheeting
ten quarters wide or more can be hung there, and removed when
not needed, if not on roller. If the lens so used is unmounted,
there will be more or less direct light in the middle of the disc,
and this may be excluded by fixing the lens in the middle of a

board a loot square, through which a hole has been made a little
smaller than the lens, to hold it and permit the light to go through.
Another retort holder may have fixed in it any lantern trans-

parency or other object to be shown on the screen. The mirror,
the mounted lens and the holder for the transparency can be set
upon a stand at the window, and its curtain drawn down only so

far as to permit the sunshine to fall upon the mirror. Of course,
the other curtains may be quite down. But with sunlight one

may have bright pictures upo’n the screen when there is enough
light to see easily to read by. The size of the picture on the
screen will be equal to the distance of the screen from the lens
divided by the focal length of the lens. Thus, if they be thirty
feet apart and the lens focus be one foot, the enlargement will be
thirty times, so that a transparency three inches square will be
seven and a half feet square on the screen.

As described above, the mirror and the lens are but two or
three feet apart, but if it be inconvenient to have it thus, the lens
can be on the teacher’s desk or other convenient place, and a
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second adjustable mirror will direct the beam where it is wanted
and used the same as before. As the sun slowly moves it is need-
ful to readjust the mirror every minute or two, but having once

got the beam and lens in line with the middle of the screen these
should not be changed, but only the mirror, so as to shine fully
upon the lens in its fixed place.

Diagrams drawn upon smoked glass, or scratched upon thin
sheets of mica or gelatin, show well and are easily prepared, while
the transparencies made for the lantern are admirably shown.

If the object to be shown be so small that higher magnifying
power is needed to be properly seen, such as microscopic things,
minerals or insects, there will be needed an additional lens, which
may be a common pocket magnifier, a botanical glass, held in the
beam of the larger lens near its focus, so all the light from the
latter goes through the small lens. The small object, say, the
leg or wing of a fly fixed upon a strip of glass, may now be placed
between the lenses and near the smaller, and then slowly moved
toward the larger. The image will be sharply defined when at
the proper distance, and its magnitude will be approximately as
in the former case, the distance of the screen divided by the focal
length. If the lens focus be one inch and the distance thirty feet
the image will be magnified 360 times and a fly^s leg one-fourth of
an inch long will appear more than seven feet long. A glass tank
for holding animalcules may easily be made with two strips of
glass four inches long and an inch wide, separated from each other
by half a small rubber ring, so as to make a semi-circular pocket
and all held together by rubber rings. This will hold, for in-
stance, two or three drops of vinegar, and such eels as chance to
be in it may show as so many snakes two or three feet long,
wriggling over the screen.

Once more, an object held in this diverging beam from the
small lens will show in enlarged outline upon the screen; so ap-
paratus and figures too large to be projected in the ordinary way,
and too small to be easily seen at a distance in their details, may
be readily shown thus. For instance, an electroscope and its
slightly diverging leaves.

There are multitudes of things and phenomena that may thus
cheaply be projected. The apparatus needed are the mirror, the
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lens and screen. Such a lens as I have described can be had for a
dollar and a half, and a carpenter can fit it into a board. A good
botanical glass can be had for fifty cents and clamps for holding
such things for a quarter of a dollar a piece.

Books are to be had describing experiments of this kind. And
if one can afford it, he can get a good porte lumiere for fifteen dol-
lars, which will be more convenient, but not more efficient.

QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR
BEGINNERS.

BY G. W. BENTON.

On page 15, SCHOOL SCIENCE for March, 1901, Dr. Newell
states the fundamental aim in using quantitative, experiments to
be "to teach the pupil accuracy, confidence, cleanliness, and a pro-
found regard for exact experimental work." On page 13, of the
same article, he further says:

By quantitative experiments we do not mean "research work," nor the
simpler determinations which are included in the customary course in
quantitative analysis in colleges. Such work cannot be transferred bodily
to a high school. It is just here that some teachers and authors have
rnade a ^atal mistake, and they are partly responsible for the negative
attitude assumed by some secondary teachers toward exact work. Quan-
titative experiments intended for beginners should possess those elements
"which characterize all profitable experiments. For example, they should
demand only the average degree of manipulative skill. Skill comes by con-
stant, protracted labor. It is an evolutionary product, and is not possessed
by beginners, etc.

In the opinion of the writer, the above is sound doctrine. � In
emphasizing these two statements there is no intention to detract
from the merits of the remainder of Dr. Newell’s excellent article
on "Quantitative Experiments in Chemistry for High Schools.’7
They are quoted simply as an excellent text for the discussion
"which follows.

The question of quantitative experiments in the first course
in chemistry has been under examination in the Shortridge high
school for two years and more. The attempt was first made to
adapt the experiments proposed by some writers more zealous
than wise, who thought the way to reach the child with the


